HARD-BOILED MYSTERIES, NOIR AND CRIME FICTION (available on digital cartridge)

Series:

Lawrence Block – Matthew Scudder Series (Private Eye, New York, NY)
James Lee Burke – Dave Robicheaux Series (Noir; Sheriff Deputy, New Iberia, LA)
Michael Connelly – Harry Bosch Series (LAPD Detective, Los Angeles, CA)
Robert Crais – Elvis Cole Series (Private Investigator, Los Angeles, CA)
James Ellroy – The Lloy Hopkins Trilogy (Detective Sergeant, Los Angeles, CA)
Loren D. Estleman – Amos Walker Series (Private Eye, Detroit, MI)
John Harvey – Charlie Resnick Series (Police Inspector, England)
Charlie Huston – The Hank Thompson Trilogy (Neo Noir; Alcoholic Bartender/ Mob Enforcer, Los Angeles, CA and New York, NY)
Robert Galbraith (AKA J.K. Rowling) – Cormoran Strike Series (Private Investigator, England)
Erle Stanley Gardner –
  Perry Mason Series (Defense Attorney, Los Angeles, CA)
  Sidney Zoom Series (1930s Adventurer and Sleuth, USA)
Sue Grafton – Kinsey Millhone Series (Private Detective, Santa Teresa, CA)
Faye Kellerman – Peter Deker/Rina Lazarus Series (LAPD Detective, Los Angeles, CA)
Stieg Larsson – The Millennium Trilogy (Neo Noir; Computer Hacker/Amateur Sleuth, Stockholm, Sweden)
Dennis Lehane – Patrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro Series (Neo Noir; Private Investigators, Dorchester/Boston, MA)
Elmore Leonard –
  Carl Webster Series (U.S. Marshal, 1930-1940s Oklahoma and Detroit, MI)
  Raylan Givens (Neo Noir; U.S. Marshal, Kentucky and Miami, FL)
John D. MacDonald – Travis McGee Series (Salvage Consultant, Ft. Lauderdale, FL)
Ed McBain – The 87th Precinct Series (Police Department, Isola/Manhattan, NY)
Malcolm Mackay – The Glasgow Underworld Trilogy (Neo-Noir; Hitman, Glasgow, UK)
Walter Mosley – Easy Rawlins Series (Private Investigator, Los Angeles, CA)
Sara Paretsky – V.I. Warshawski Series (Private Eye, Chicago, IL)
Robert B. Parker and others – Spenser Novels (Private Eye, Boston, MA)
Richard Stark (AKA Donald E. Westlake) – Parker Novels (Neo Noir; Professional Thief, USA)
Rob Thomas – Veronica Mars Series (Hard-Boiled Private Investigator, Southern California)

Joseph Wambaugh – The Hollywood Station Series (LAPD, Hollywood, Los Angeles, CA)

Don Winslow – Boone Daniels Series (Private Investigator, Southern California)

Ariel S. Winter – The Twenty-Year Death Trilogy (Hard-Boiled Crime Fiction and Neo Noir; Police Inspector/Private Investigator/Alcoholic Writer-Pimp, France, Southern California, Maryland)

Ben H. Winters – The Last Policeman Trilogy (Detective, Pre-Apocalyptic Concord, NH)

Anthologies:
DB 41471 Hills of Homicide by Louis L’Amour (Hard-Boiled Detectives, USA)
DB 55472 The Complete Novels: Red Harvest, The Dain Curse, The Maltese Falcon, The Glass Key, and The Thin Man by Dashiell Hammett (Hard-Boiled Detectives, USA)
DB 62151 Learning to Kill: Stories by Ed McBain (Private Investigators/Cops/Damsels, USA)
DB 66965 Bronx Noir edited by S.J. Rozan (Neo Noir; Bronx, New York, NY)
DB 66969 Detroit Noir edited by E.J. Olsen and John C. Hocking (Neo Noir; Detroit, MI)
DB 69498 D.C. Noir, Vol. 2 edited by George Pelecanos (Noir and Neo Noir; Washington, D.C.)
DB 67278 Wall Street Noir edited by Peter Spiegelman (Neo Noir; Wall Street, New York, NY)
DB 67305 The Black Lizard Big Book of Pulps edited by Otto Penzler (Hard-Boiled Private Detectives, USA)
DB 71050 Phoenix Noir edited by Patrick Millikin (Neo Noir; Hard-Boiled Stories, Phoenix, AZ)
DB 74581 Pittsburg Noir edited by Kathleen George (Neo Noir; Pittsburg, PA)
DB 75029 On Dangerous Ground: Stories of Western Noir edited by Ed Gorman and others (Neo Noir; The American West)
DB 77652 The Black Lizard Big Book of Black Mask Stories edited by Otto Penzler (Noir; Hard-Boiled Detectives, USA)
DB 78217 Haiti Noir edited by Edwidge Danticat (Neo Noir; Haiti)
DB 78219 Delhi Noir edited by Hirsh Sawhney (Neo Noir; Delhi, India)
DB 78874 Moscow Noir and St. Petersburg Noir edited by Natalia Smirnova and Julia Gourmen (Neo Noir; Crime Fiction, Moscow and St. Petersburg, Russia)

Authors:
Jim Thompson – Non-Series Noir Hard-Boiled Crime Fiction
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at 1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

Books:
DB 32087 The Executioners by John D. MacDonald (Hard-Boiled Thriller; Lawyer, USA)
DB 42704 The Long Goodbye: A Phillip Marlowe Mystery, Book 8 by Raymond Chandler (Noir; Private Detective, Los Angeles, CA) – 1955 Edgar Award Winner for Best Novel
DB 64630 The Choirboys by Joseph Wambaugh (LAPD, Los Angeles, CA)
DB 66399 The New Centurions by Joseph Wambaugh (LAPD, 1960s Los Angeles, CA)
DB 67521 Queenpin by Megan Abbott (Neo Noir; Female Mobsters, USA)
DB 67677 A Bullet for Cinderella by John D. MacDonald (Hard-Boiled Thriller; Korean War Veteran, USA)
DB 68138 The Last Good Kiss: A C.W. Sughrue Mystery, Book 1 by James Crumley (Private Investigator, Montana)
DB 69150 Area of Suspicion by John D. MacDonald (Hard-Boiled Thriller; Ex-Businessman, USA)
DB 69362 Devil’s Garden by Ace Atkins (Pinkerton Agent, 1920s San Francisco, CA)
DB 69530 Schemers: A “Nameless Detective” Mystery, Book 34 by Bill Pronzini (Private Eye, San Francisco, CA)
DB 69580 Inherent Vice by Thomas Pynchon (Drug-User/Private Investigator, 1960s California)
DB 70907 Blood’s a Rover: The Underworld USA Trilogy, Book 3 by James Ellroy (Political Neo Noir; 1960s USA and Central America)
DB 72169 London Boulevard by Ken Bruen (Neo Noir; Criminal/Ex-Con, London, England)
DB 72177 Black Water Rising by Attica Locke (Lawyer, 1980s Houston, TX)
DB 74192 What It Was: A Strange and Quinn Novel, Book 5 by George Pelecanos (Private Investigators, Washington, D.C.)
DB 74573 Galveston by Nic Pizzolatto (Neo Noir; Crime Fiction, New Orleans, LA) – 2011 Spur Award for Best First Novel
DB 75216 The Kings of Cool: Savages, Book 1 by Don Winslow (Neo Noir; Drug Dealers, Laguna Beach, CA)
DB 75625 Live by Night: Coughlin, Book 2 by Dennis Lehane (Neo Noir; Prohibition Crime Boss, Florida and Cuba)
DB 77783 Bleeding Edge by Thomas Pynchon (Neo Noir; Uncertified Fraud Investigator, New York, NY)
DB 78398 Missing You by Harlan Coben (NYPD Detective, New York, NY)
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at
1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 78522 The Black-Eyed Blonde: A Phillip Marlowe Mystery, Book 12 (Neo Noir; Private Detective, Los Angeles, CA)

DB 79459 Yesterday's Echo: A Rick Cahill Crime Novel, Book 1 by Matt Coyle (Neo Noir; Former Detective, La Jolla, San Diego, CA)

DB 79605 – Perfidia by James Ellroy (Neo Noir; Japanese Internment Camp Internees, 1940s Los Angeles, CA)